
Veras Locate
Location-based inventory

Improve Service and Productivity with 
Location-based Inventory Management

Do you really know where your inventory is?   

Veras Locate tracks the physical location of 

merchandise on the sales floor, the back 

room, or the warehouse, allowing your 

employees to locate, pick, and restock 

inventory to meet the needs of the 

cross-channel shopper.

Enterprise, real-time location-based inventory to 

address a variety of retail scenarios 

Receiving, putaway, slotting and adjustments.

Optimized picking for e-commerce orders

Browser and mobile handheld clients

Lightweight and easy deployment that complements 

but does not replace existing ERP systems 

Fully integrated with Veras CheckOut to deliver a 

comprehensive in-store solution 
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53 retailers                      

12 countries

20,000+ stores                

100,000+ registers 

Processing $50+ billion per year

Uniquely Focused on Perfecting 
the In-Store Connection 

service. Veras Locate enables your employees to

quickly identify the intra-site location of a

specific product and guides them to efficiently

execute the necessary tasks. Locate facilitates 

chain-wide inventory and cross-channel visibility that 

drives both e-commerce and in-store service as well

as more efficient operations. 

Detect, Replenish and Move Inventory

Locate helps you detect, replenish and move 

inventory from top-stock, back-stock, assembled 

store-floor display, and off-site locations. Regardless of 

your sales and inventory volume, Locate is built to 

deliver.. From system-generated putaway batches and 

picklists based on a combination of merchandise 

location and customer shipping priority, to reporting 

that provides guidance on out-of-stock or low-stock 

areas requiring attention, Locate’s intelligent 

functionality saves you time and energy to run your 

business.

Improve Service and Productivity with 

Location-based Inventory Management

Veras Locate is a lightweight tool that manages loca-

tion-based inventory for stores and direct-to-consumer 

fulfillment centers. Initially designed to manage e-com-

merce warehouse order fulfillment, Locate also manag-

es in-store backroom and floor inventory. Efficient 

putaway and order picking functions allow you to 

address a variety of business scenarios. For example, 

using distributed micro-warehouses or stores to fulfill 

e-commerce orders, or alternatively, managing the flow 

of stock from off-site storage or backroom locations to 

the selling floor. Locate’s rich location-based inventory 

data augments the standard inventory information 

within your host or ERP system.

Drive Improved Service and

Operational Efficiency

Associates must effectively be able to locate inventory 

in order to deliver exceptional customer
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Benefits
Increase labor productivity and efficiency 

Maximize salability of inventory wherever it resides in the chain

Improve customer service and satisfaction for e-commerce orders and in-store transactions

Drive inventory efficiencies with modest investment and impact 


